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Introduction
The online animal ethics application form was introduced in January 2022. All new animal ethics
applications must be submitted via the online form. All subsequent correspondence with the AEC is
currently by email.
Please note that before commencing research or teaching with animals it is important that you are
familiar with the current legislation in Australia and NSW and any other jurisdictions in which you
will be conducting your animal research or teaching activities. It is also important that you have a
good understanding of experimental design and the 3R’s of animal research – Replacement,
Reduction and Refinement.
To this end, prior to submitting an Animal Ethics application you will need to complete the ComPASS
phase 1 Animal Ethics and Welfare training module which is available at this link
https://anzccart.adelaide.edu.au/compass. The ComPass training module has been designed to
ensure investigators are familiar with these concepts and includes links to external sources of
information that can help with experimental design, animal model selection etc.
The purpose of this document is to provide the following information:
o How to access the online system for animal ethics (AE) applications
o How to complete and submit an AE application
o How to navigate the form and provide review and/or sign-off on the submission to the AE
office.
o How to manage your protocol post submission including how to submit amendments and
reports.

Access the Animal Ethics Online application form
Ethics access request
•

•

•
•

If you are a UOW staff or student and you only need to review/signoff a protocol as a coinvestigator then you do not need to request access to the system.
If you belong to a group of reviewers (eg. AEC members, Facility Technical Co-ordinators,
HOS) and you cannot see any protocols that you should be able to see, please contact the AE
office for help or complete an Ethics Access request form (see below).
If you wish to create a protocol and cannot see the
button, please
complete the Ethics Access request form (see below).
Ethics access may be requested from the Animal Ethics Web Page or by using the links
below:
Ethics access request – UOW student
Ethics access request – UOW staff
Ethics access request – External

https://webforms.uow.edu.au/view.php?id=182840
https://webforms.uow.edu.au/view.php?id=545239
https://webforms.uow.edu.au/view.php?id=314641
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Accessing the Animal Ethics Online application form
•
•

•

Access the Animal ethics application form via this link
https://bps.uow.edu.au/suite/sites/animal-ethics
Alternatively log into the intranet and click the chain link symbol as shown below then scroll
down the Systems and Platforms menu to Forms, surveys & processes and click the BPM
apps button.

The AE forms link will open the protocols screen within the AE application. When entering
via BPM apps the screen shown below will display. Select the Animal Ethics drop down from
the Applications List button in the top right of the screen or select Protocol Management
under the Animal Ethics section in the top left of the screen.
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•

The protocols screen (shown below) will open. You will only see protocols on which you are
named or are required to review.

•

If you cannot see any protocols and believe you should be able to see one please contact the
AE office for help.

Who can submit an Animal ethics application
•

•

Any of the proposed investigators or support persons who will be named on the application
can prepare and submit the application. In addition, an author who will not be involved in
the animal work can complete and submit the form on behalf of the researchers once they
are added to an ethics access group (see above).
When an application is submitted it goes to all named investigators for “sign-off”, then
review by Animal Facilities staff if required, followed by Head of School review and “signoff”. The application then proceeds to the Animal Ethics officer for processing and
placement on the next appropriate agenda.

Investigators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When a new protocol is created it will appear in the protocol list of all people who have
been entered as investigators or support people.
Named co-investigators should be involved in the animal components of the study.
It is not necessary to name all of a students’ supervisors or research group members on the
AE application, only those involved in the animal work.
The Principal/Chief investigator is the person who assumes overall responsibility for the
project.
The Alternate Principal/Chief investigator is the person who assumes overall responsibility
for the project in the absence of the Principal Investigator.
Students, including PhD students, cannot be named as the PI or Alternate PI.
Principal and Alternate Principal investigators must be prepared to ensure that all work is
conducted according to approval conditions, and that all paperwork is submitted and
completed as required.

Support staff
•

When a new protocol is created it will appear in the protocol list of all people who have
been entered as support staff.
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Author

•
•

•

You must ensure you have discussed your intention to name support staff on the
application with the named support staff and the Animal Facility Technical Co-ordinator
if the project is to be conducted at the ERC or Molecular Horizons animal facilities.
Support staff must be provided with details of the procedures they may be required to
perform on the project.
Support staff are generally Technical officers, Research assistants or Volunteers with
expertise (mainly fieldwork) who will assist with the animal components of the project
but who have no input into the design of the project.
Support staff who will not be handling or monitoring animals do not need to be named
on the protocol. E.g. People assisting with sample analysis in labs outside of the animal
facilities.
Support staff can create a protocol but are not required to “sign-off” as part of the
submission process.
Support staff may also be added by amendment after protocol approval.
If you have support staff that need to be added to the protocol but who are not UOW
staff or students then a Sponsored UOW User Account will be required. Please complete
the ‘Ethics Access Request – external’ form. This will generate a Sponsored UOW User
account request.
Volunteers (mainly fieldwork) who are gaining experience or assisting with data
collection are NOT listed as support staff. See below for more information on volunteers.
The person that initially creates the protocol is defined as the author.
An author (eg. administration assistant /research assistant) who is not part of the
project team involved in animal handling/monitoring can enter all the protocol details
and submit the protocol if required. In this situation, the author will not be required to
“sign-off” when the protocol is submitted.
Should you need to change an “author” at any stage please contact the AE office.

Create a New Protocol
•

Select the
shown below should open.

button to commence filling out the application form, the page
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•
•
•
•
•

The application form has 8 sections as shown above.
The protocol application form does not Auto-save.
You will be prompted to save if you attempt to exit the browser window without saving.
It is advisable to work through each section in order.
You will be automatically logged out if your session has been active/open in your browser
for 1 hr and 40 minutes without any activity.

•

Edits to applications should be ”saved as draft” regularly using the
button in
the lower right of each screen.
Save as Draft will not check the form for completion or errors.
When a protocol is being edited it will be locked to editing by anyone else. It is important to
save as draft and log out when you have finished editing a protocol so it is available to other
investigators.
When you return to the system you will see the screen shown below.

•
•

•

•
•
•

You will only be able to see protocols on which you are named or which you need to review
(ie AEC members, Facility Technical Co-ordinator, HOS)
To continue editing your draft protocol select the protocol number as shown in the left hand
column.
Then click the Resume edit button which will display in the top right as shown below.

Documents
•
•

The online submission form requires a number of document uploads.
Application documents are those that are requested whilst filling out sections 1-7 of the
form, and include Investigator expertise documents, Animal Ethics training certificates,
questions about volunteers, collaboration agreements/MOUs, external institution ARAs,
permits, research data management plans, supporting publications, monitoring sheets,
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•

clinical score sheets, Standard Operating procedures and the Experimental detail
supplementary document.
Additional documents: If there is more than one monitoring sheet, SOP, certificate etc that
needs to be uploaded you will upload them in the additional documents section of the
application or via the upload documents button accessible from the Documents tab and
from the Related Actions tab.

Document templates
•

Templates of the following required documents are available at the AE webpage.
o Personnel expertise (one form required for each named investigator or support
person)
o Section 7 – Experimental detail supplementary document (one document required
for each protocol)
o Volunteers (required for projects with Volunteers who are not named as
investigators – this will mainly apply to fieldwork projects with undergraduate
students)
o Blank SOP template
o Clinical score sheets can be generated with the assistance of the Clinical score sheet
generator. Additional assistance is available from the AWO.

Document naming conventions
•

The following document naming conventions and version controls must be followed.

•

It is imperative that revised documents are uploaded with the same file name and next
sequential version number to ensure the AEC and EO review the most recent document.

•

Where indicated, uploaded documents MUST be identified with the Animal Ethics Protocol
Record Number ie AEPR213 followed by the document name and version number.

•

Please ensure that you check the Documents tab prior to submitting your application to
ensure all document details are correct.

•

For information on how to rename documents after they are uploaded please see the
section below on Renaming documents.

Personnel expertise
•
•

AEPRxxx|firstname|surname
E.g. AEPR213 Joe Smith

Animal Ethics Training certificates
•
•
•

Firstname|Surname|AE Certificate or Firstname|Surname| ComPASS
E.g. Joe Smith AE Certificate or Joe Smith ComPASS
Where an investigator has more than one certificate it is preferable to combine the
certificates and upload as one document, however, if necessary, additional certificates may
be uploaded via the Upload Documents /Related Actions function.

Volunteers
•

AEPRxxx Volunteers V##
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•

AEPR213 Volunteers V01

Risk Assessment
•

AEPRxxx Risk Assessment V##

Observational recording sheets/monitoring sheets/ clinical score sheets
•
•

Please save in the format AEPRxxx document description V##
E.g. AEPR213 Clinical score criteria V01 or AEPR213 Monitoring sheet V01 or AEPR213
Anaesthetic.Surgical record V01

Standard operating procedures
•

If you have developed a protocol or research group specific SOP please name it as either
APERxxx SOP## Title of SOP V## or Group name SOP## Title of SOP V##
e.g. APER213 SOP02 Trapping terrestrial frogs V01 or Smith SOP12 Behaviour test V01

•

For currently approved AEC SOPs, you will access these from either the intranet or Animal
Facility share point site. When you download an SOP from the AF sharepoint site it will be
named in the correct format. When you download an SOP from the AE intranet page it will
download in the format uow123456.pdf.

•

You MUST save the document in the following format AESOP AA## Title V####.# before
uploading eg. AESOP HR02 Routine Husbandry of Rats V2020.1

•

When uploading SOP documents via the application documents upload buttons you are not
required to enter a title or description.

•

When uploading SOP documents as Additional documents you should enter the SOP code,
Title and Version number in the Title Column as shown below. You do not need to provide
information in the description column but may do so if you wish. An example is shown below
of an SOP in the Additional documents screen.

Supporting work/Publications
•
•

•

Up to 5 documents may be uploaded as Application documents at 2.5 Previous Work
The information entered in the Full reference section will display as shown below in the
Application documents tab.
Please save documents with the Name/Title of the document prior to upload.
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Document uploads
•

•

A document upload field that displays with an asterix (*) next to it identifies it as a
mandatory upload (see image below).
Upload fields not identified with an * are not mandatory at the time of submission

•

Additional documents may be uploaded via the Additional documents section after section 7
as shown below:

•

Additional documents may also be uploaded when the Upload documents button is
displayed whilst in the documents tab as shown below:

•

Additional documents may also be uploaded from the Related Actions tab as shown below:

Viewing documents
•
•

Documents are viewed by downloading from the Documents tab.
You cannot view a document by selecting the document within the application where it
shows it has been uploaded.

Renaming documents
•

Application documents are named by the system and cannot be renamed.
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•

Additional documents (ie those uploaded at Additional documents or via the Upload
Documents button or Related Action) can only be renamed by following the steps outlined
below:
o Protocol has a status of draft
o Navigate to the Related Actions tab
o Select the Upload Documents section as shown below

•

Expand the Additional documents drop down:

•

Select the required document. A popup box will appear:
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•
•

Update the document details as required and select <Save Changes>.
Select <Save Documents>.

Deleting documents
•

Application Documents may be deleted by investigators only when the application is in
“Draft” and the “Resume Edit” function is selected.

•

In Sections 1-7, hover over the file symbol
Selecting

•

which will change to

.

will delete the document.

Additional documents (ie those uploaded at Additional documents or via the Upload
documents button or Related Action) can only be deleted by following the steps outlined
below:
o Protocol has a status of draft
o Navigate to the Related Actions tab
o Select the Upload Documents section as shown below
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o

o

Expand the Additional documents drop down.

Delete the required documents by selecting the X at the end of the row as shown
below, and then selecting <Save Documents>.

Standard Operating Procedures

You will be prompted to upload approved AEC SOPs or complete and upload new protocol specific
SOPs in the relevant sections of the application.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current AEC approved SOPs are located on the intranet and are also accessible via the
Animal Facilities Share point site.
A template for new SOPs is available on the AE webpage.
If you require assistance creating a new SOP please contact the AWO.
Please ensure you upload the most recent version of AEC approved SOPs. All current
versions are available on the intranet and AF share point site.
SOPs must be reapproved every 3 years.
If an AEC SOP you wish to use is out of date please contact the AWO.
If a lab or facility based SOP is out of date please contact the lab/facility supervisor who
should arrange for the SOP to be reviewed and re-approved.

Licences/Permits, Certificates, Monitoring sheets, Score sheets
•

•

You will be prompted to upload Animal Ethics training certificates, Permits and Licences,
Monitoring sheets, Protocol specific Score sheets, Risk assessments etc. during the
application process.
Licences and Permits that are not available at the time of submitting can be uploaded later
via the Upload Documents button. Please see the section on Document uploads for more
information.

Tips on completing questions
o

Sections 1-6 have multiple questions with inbuilt logic such that the questions that
display depend on your answers to previous questions.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Section 7 is where you will upload your completed Experimental detail
supplementary document. Download the template from the AE Webpage.
It is essential that you carefully read each question and any instructions/help text
provided on the form and in this document.
Help text is indicated with a
symbol. Selecting/hovering over the
symbol
will open a text box with additional instructions.
There are strict character/word count limits in sections 1-6 denoted by grey text in
the boxes prior to entering any text.
Tip – If you are concerned about the word count enter your text into a word
document and perform a character/word count then copy and paste into the form.
Lay language is required in all of these sections. The AEC may reject your application
if it cannot be understood by ALL members of the Committee.
Where a scientific explanation is unavoidable please try to provide a lay summary.
Tips on completing questions that are not self-explanatory are provided below for
each section.
Document upload fields with a * identify a mandatory document upload.

Section 1: Administration
1.2 Reason for project (there are 5 options with clarification being required for 2 of these)

•

Choose:- ‘A continuation of an expired, or soon to expire, Animal Research
Authority (ARA)’ if your project has reached its 3 year (or extended 4 year) expiry
and you are submitting a new application to continue on with the same project.

•

Choose:- ‘An application which has been submitted previously or concurrently to
this or another AEC’ if 1) you previously submitted and your application was rejected
and/or 2) if you are also submitting the project to another AEC.

1.3 Investigator details
•
•

Students including PhD candidates cannot be named as the PI or Alt PI.
PI and Alternate PI do not necessarily have to have an active/specific role in
the animal components of the project, however they must accept ultimate
responsibility for ALL aspects of the study, including ensuring all
investigators have adequate training and competencies, and that all
monitoring records are appropriately recorded, maintained and submitted
to the AWO/AEC when requested.
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All other named investigators MUST have a specific role in the animal
components of the project.
Supervisors of Honours and HDR students without a specific role in the
animal study, who are not named as PI or Alternate PI should not be named
as a co-investigator.
Animal Ethics Certificate: All people that have input in to the design or
conduct of the study (even those not named on the Protocol) are required
to complete the ComPASS Phase 1 Core Modules 1-7 Animal Ethics and
Welfare Training.
A Personnel Expertise document upload is required for every named
investigator and must only list procedures to be performed in the submitted
project, not all procedures in which the investigator has
experience/expertise.

•
•

•

•

Investigator note – please select yes if the investigator has been named on
any ARA that has been temporarily or permanently suspended, even if they
were not directly involved but were named on the project. When you select
yes, you will be required to provide further details.

•

Adding additional investigators and support staff
•

•
•

Select the +Add Other Investigator button before the Head of School field.

Select an investigator role and then the fields shown below will open.
IMPORTANT: Type the first few letters of a person’s surname or first name
and wait for the autofill function to find the person you wish to add.
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Contact
•

•

Is Active
•

A co-investigator may be nominated as the “Contact” for the project for ethics purposes.
This person will receive all formal AE office notifications in addition to the Principal
Investigator. You may wish to use this where a PhD student will be the primary person
conducting the procedures and communicating with the Ethics Office.
Note that it remains the responsibility of the PI to ensure that ALL investigators and
support staff are aware of and have access to all approved documents, and are informed
of any suspensions or changes to the protocol approvals.

This is for future Ethics Office use. In future updates to the system this checkbox will not
be ticked when a researcher is removed from a protocol via amendment.

Support staff
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Please only list the Animal facility TOs or other support staff if they have a role in
performing research procedures with animals.
If TOs are providing regular husbandry support such as feeding and checking animals
they do not need to be named on the AE application.
If TOs are performing research procedures or mandatory “researcher checks” then they
must be listed as support staff.
Support staff will also include people involved in fieldwork projects who are providing
services or expertise but who have no interest in the outcomes of the study eg tree
climbers, scent dog handlers etc.
You must ensure you have discussed the inclusion of facility support staff with the
animal facility technical co-ordinator and AF technical officers or field support staff prior
to submitting the protocol.
Support staff are not included in the sign-off process.
Volunteers participating to gain experience or without specific expertise are NOT
included as support staff but are listed as Volunteers (see below for more information).
IMPORTANT: Type the first few letters of a person’s surname or first name and wait for
the autofill function to find the person you wish to add.
For more information on support staff please see here.
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Head of School
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

IMPORTANT: Type the first few letters of a person’s surname or first name and wait for the
autofill function to find the person you wish to add.
This person must not be part of the research team.
If your Head of School is part of the research team or the person that you wish to enter is
not available in the selection list then please contact uow-animalethics@uow.edu.au.
When you submit your application it will be sent to the HOS for “sign-off” after all
investigators and Animal Facility (AF) Technical Co-ordinator (lab holding protocols only) sign
offs are complete and prior to submission to the AEC.
You must ensure sufficient time for “sign-offs” PRIOR to the agenda deadline. In practice
this means you should ensure all investigators and AF (if required) have completed sign-off
at least 5 working days prior to the agenda deadline to allow sufficient time for the HOS to
review the application.
If your HOS has not accessed your protocol and provided a “send-back” or “sign-off” and it
has been sitting with them for at least a few days please email the HOS directly to determine
if they are currently on leave or working.
If the HOS is on leave please contact the Ethics office for assistance prior to the agenda
deadline.

Volunteers
Volunteers do not need to be listed on the application if they meet one or more of the following
conditions:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

They are only performing a logistical or administrative function.
They are not involved in any activity involving handling animals.
They are UOW or collaborating institution undergraduate students in a related
field of study who wish to be involved for the purpose of gaining experience or
training and will AT ALL TIMES be directly supervised when involved in animal
handling/trapping/spotlighting etc. (This mainly applies to fieldwork projects).
Volunteers with expertise eg scent dog handlers, tree climbers, are listed as
support staff.
A record of all volunteers and the training provided/duties performed must be
submitted with the annual progress report. A template is available on the AE
webpage
If volunteers are to be involved you must answer the questions in Section 1 Administration regarding Volunteers and supply the names of volunteers on the
Volunteer document template (if know at the time of submission).
The details of volunteers names may be provided with the annual progress
report if not know at the time of submission.

Section 2: Justification for Using Animals
•

Please note that all free fill text boxes have a character limit that displays in grey text prior
to entering any text in the field.
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•
•
•

You will be unable to submit the form if the character limit is exceeded.
Lay language is required in all text boxes.
TIP – Enter your text into a word document, perform a character count and then copy and
paste into the online form if you are concerned about exceeding the character limit.

2.2 Outline of the Methods
•
•
•

Provide a BRIEF OUTLINE. There is a character limit of 1500 characters.
Do not describe your experimental plan in detail in this section.
You will provide full details including flow charts, diagrams, detail of all procedures in the
Section 7 Experimental detail supplementary document.

Below is an example of a brief outline.
Animals will be allocated randomly to 3 groups. Group A = Drug 1, Group B = Drug 2, Group C =
Control.
Animals will be acclimated to the facility for 1 week prior to procedures commencing. During this
time they will be monitored and acclimated to the physical restraint required for drug delivery at
least 3 times.
Drugs will be administered daily by subcutaneous injection under physical restraint from D1 to D14
(14 SC injections).
Blood will be collected once a week from the lateral saphenous vein commencing on Day 1 (total 5
blood collections).
Animals will undergo behaviour testing once a week for 5 weeks commencing prior to the first drug
treatment (5 behaviour testing sessions).
Animals will be sacrificed after the last behaviour test and organs and blood collected for analysis.
Animals will be assessed daily prior to the injection against our monitoring score sheet and humane
endpoints applied as indicated.

Section 3: Types and Number of Animals
•

This section has a table to be completed. Please ensure you read the instructions in grey and
the help text marked by the

symbol prior to completing the table.

•

Select the

button to add a row.

•

When using more than one species select the

button to add additional rows.
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•

If you need to delete a row select the

symbol at the end of the row.

3.2 Justification for Number of Animals
•
•
•

There is a character limit of 1000 in this field.
Do not describe your experiment in detail in this section.
Provide an outline of how the number of animals has been determined.

3.3 Non-target Species ICUN Red List information
•

•

•

In the animal numbers section, you are required to provide the ICUN red list status for
TARGET species.
In this section you are asked about non-target species that may be encountered in the field.
This is particularly important where habitat disturbance or trapping of threatened,
vulnerable, and endangered non-target species may occur.
Provide information here about how you will mitigate risk to these non-target species.

Section 4: Study Design and the 3Rs
4.1 Study design
•

Please ensure you are familiar with the Best Practice Methodology in the Use of Animals for
Scientific Purposes, the Prepare and Arrive Guidelines prior to completing this section.

4.1 The 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, Refinement)
•

To assist with answering these important questions please review the information on the
3Rs in “The Code” Section 1.18-1.30. Links to additional resources including alternatives to
the use of animals are available in the document titled Animal Research Useful links and
resources on the AE webpage in the forms section.

Section 5: Type of Study, Location, Animal Care and Monitoring
•
•
•

This section includes questions with a number of checkboxes.
The selected checkboxes will determine which additional questions are required.
There are a number of questions in this section that have tables that need to be completed.

•

For some tables you will need to select the
into the table.

button to enable addition of entries
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Animal being housed in ERC or MH Animal facility
•
•

If your protocol includes holding animals in UOW buildings 42, 70 and 71, the Animal Facility
Technical Co-ordinator, or delegate, will be required to “sign-off” on the application.
Please ensure you have discussed your holding requirements with the Animal Facility
Technical Co-Ordinator prior to submitting the application for “sign-off”. This is particularly
important where new species or strains of animals are being housed to ensure the facility
has the required infrastructure, and licences required to hold the species/strain requested.

5.1.3 Emergency procedures
•
•

This question is for fieldwork projects.
Examples of emergencies would include things such as animals injured or dead in traps,
severe weather events, public health orders restricting access to sites, unexpected diseased
animals etc.

5.1.4 Veterinarian details
•

You may put the UOW Animal Welfare officer as the contact here if you do not have
arrangements with a veterinarian near your fieldwork sites or an alternative veterinarian
with expertise in your field.

Section 6: Fate of the Animals
6.2 Animal or tissue sharing
•
•
•

Tissue banking and sharing is recommended to reduce the use of animals in research.
The Otlet database is a global open-access platform to share and source biological samples.
Currently it is mainly being used by marine and wildlife researchers.
The UOW MH animal facility currently has an informal tissue sharing process to enable the
sharing of tissues between UOW researchers. Please list all tissue that would be available for
sharing in this section.

Section 7: Experimental Details
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Experimental Detail supplementary document is a word document that is downloaded
from the Animal Ethics web page in the Animal Research Ethics Forms and Policies box.
This document is where you provide the detail of all experimental procedures. You may
include flow charts, images or diagrams.
Please ensure you refer to the provided checklists when completing this document and
provide the required level of detail.
Scientific language may be used in this section when necessary.
Please ensure you provide a glossary for all acronyms used in this document.
This document must be uploaded in Word format.
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•
•

After AEC approval the final version of this document will be saved as a document titled AEC
Approved Experimental Detail Version # and will be available on the Documents tab.
When amendments to procedures are submitted it will be necessary to download the
current approved version of this document, review it to incorporate the proposed
amendments and submit it along with the amendment to procedure form. Amendments will
be submitted by email until the AE Online system is enhanced at a later date.

.

Additional documents
•

Additional documents may be uploaded here or via the Upload Documents button accessed
from the Documents tab as discussed in ‘Navigating the system’.

Supplementary questions
•

•

Questions that are added by the AEC in future due to changes in legislative or AEC
requirements will appear in this section.
Currently (2022) there are no supplementary questions.

AWO Pre-review (Optional)
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Prior to submitting the form for “sign off” and submission to the AE office you
may request an AWO Pre-review.
This is an optional service provided by the AWO.
AWO pre-review occurs PRIOR to investigator, Facility and Head of School
sign-off.
A minimum of 10 working days prior to agenda deadline is recommended if
you wish your protocol to be pre-reviewed prior to submission. (This is to
ensure the AWO has time to pre-review your application and send it back to
you with sufficient time for you to review the AWO feedback and then submit
for investigator and HOS sign off at least 5 working days prior to the agenda
deadline.)
Before sending an application for AWO pre-review you will need to complete
all sections of the form and upload all mandatory documents. Automatic
form validation will occur and any sections requiring answers that have not
been completed will be outlined in red.
If you do not have all mandatory documents available you may upload a
“blank” placeholder document to enable the application to proceed to AWO
pre-review.
A red triangle will appear next to sections with errors. A list of questions with
errors will also display at the bottom of the form as show below:
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•

•
•
•

•

The AWO will check that the form is completed and that the explanations and
language are appropriate for all AEC members (ie Lay descriptions are
provided).
Checks will be made of question responses and comments made where
necessary.
This review is optional and a completed review is not indicative of AWO
approval or AEC approval.
It is advisable where procedures are new or novel that you meet with the
AWO prior to completing the form to discuss your proposal and determine if
any refinements can be made to ensure your proposed procedures meet the
requirements of the Code including use of Best Practice procedures, such as
refinement, reduction and replacement strategies.
Once you select the “Assign to AWO” button the following windows will
appear:
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•
•
•

The AWO feedback will be provided with Comments and can be viewed on the Sign-Offs tab
as shown below.
In many cases the AWO will upload a document containing feedback and suggestions.
At completion of AWO pre-review the protocol will return to “draft” status.

Submitting your application
•

Applications should be completed and submitted a minimum of 10 working days prior to the
agenda deadline to allow time for all named investigators to review and sign-off the
application. After investigator review and sign-off the form will automatically progress to
Animal facility sign off (for lab protocols only) and then to the Head of School.
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

You need to ensure that the HOS has at least 5 working days to review your application prior
to the agenda deadline.
Before submission of the form, you will need to complete all sections and upload required
documents.
The form can be submitted by Resuming edit and selecting Submit at the bottom right of the
form:

Automatic form validation will occur and any sections requiring answers that have not been
completed will be outlined in red.
A red triangle will appear next to the sections with errors and a list of questions with errors
will display at the bottom of the form as show below:

Once all errors have been corrected and the form successfully submitted, the form will be
locked to further changes and proceed through the “sign off” process.
All people needing to sign-off a protocol will receive an automatic email notification.
You can track the progress of the sign-off process at any time by checking the “current
status” field and “sign-offs” tab when logged into the AE BPM App.
It is your responsibility to ensure your application proceeds through sign-off and reaches
the AEC prior to the agenda deadline.
Once all signatures are received the form will be available to the Animal Ethics officer for
processing and the application will display a Status of “Submitted – Sent to Animal Ethics”.
The status will be updated to “Assigned to Agenda” when the protocol has been assigned to
an AEC meeting for review.
If the Submit button has been pressed prematurely and you need the form returned to draft
status, contact the Animal Ethics office. Any existing sign offs will need to be completed
again whenever a form returns to draft.
If at any stage during the “sign-off” process the document is “sent back” rather than “signed
off” by any of the listed investigators, support personnel, AF manager or HOS it will return
to draft status so that the protocol may be edited and re-submitted. The protocol will then
need to proceed through the “sign-off” process again.
If an investigator or support person is on leave and unable to “sign-off” please contact the
AE office for help. Options include deleting the person from the application and adding them
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later via amendment OR the EO can override the signature and the investigator can email
their approval to uow-animalethics@uow.edu.au prior to the meeting date.

Navigating the system
•

When you select a protocol to view you will see the Summary screen below.

Summary screen

•

On this screen you can see the Author, the email identity of the person who last updated the
form, the current status and the date last updated.

•

The
button will be visible on the right side if editing is available. (ie The protocol is
in “draft”)
The details of the protocol can be viewed by selecting the tabs identified with the green
arrow in the picture above.

•

Notes screen

•

This screen allows you to view any notes from the Ethics office that are accessible to you.
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•

Ethics Officers, the AWO and the AEC Chair are able to add notes to protocols if required.

•

For people in these roles, the
add a note.

•

If documents are associated with the note be sure to select the check box in the note screen
(circled in red above). Remember to upload the associated document via the Documents tab
or the Related actions tab.

•

Investigators can only view question and response note types. These will have a Note type of
‘Question for Author/Researcher’ and ‘Response from Author/Researcher’. (Refer to the
Providing a Response section for further details on how to provide a response to an Animal
Ethics or AEC question.)

•

Selecting the note will display the note details.

•

A green tick in the small middle column as shown by the green arrow below indicates there
is a document associated with the note.

button in the top right of this screen is selected to
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Sign-Off
•
•
•
•
•

The Sign-Off screen will show you how the protocol is progressing through signoffs and preapproval.
The blue line will indicate how far through the sign off and review process the protocol has
progressed.
The first image below indicates the protocol is fully approved as the blue line has progressed
beyond the Research Authority Granted stage.
The second image shows a protocol that is in draft.
A protocol will be in draft prior to submission. It will return to draft after AWO feedback is
provided and at any stage during the sign-off process when it is “sent back” i.e. sign off is not
approved by the signee.

Documents
•

•

The Documents tab has 2 sections:
o APPLICATION DOCUMENTS being those that are uploaded via upload
buttons within the application form. (eg. Personnel expertise, SOPs,
Monitoring Criteria/Score sheets, Experimental detail supplementary
documents, AEC training certificates etc.)
o ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS – This section is where documents added via
the Documents tab, the Related actions tab or from the Additional
documents section of the application are displayed.
o DOCUMENT NAMING CONVENTIONS – It is essential that document
naming conventions are followed so that documents display correctly in the
system for review. See the section on Document naming and management.
Selecting the arrow to the left of ‘Application Documents’ or ‘Additional Documents’ will
open the drop down and display the documents.
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•

If there are more than 10 documents you will need to scroll to the next page of each section
to access those documents by selecting the blue arrow >

Audit
•
•
•

The Audit tab is only visible to certain roles within the system e.g. Ethics Officers
The Audit tab records the timeline of all changes, sign-offs, document uploads etc.
Each displayed column can be sorted.

Related Actions
•

•
•

The functions available to you in the Related Actions tab will depend on your role i.e.
investigator, Ethics staff, AEC members.
Functions to Resume edit and Upload documents are available to investigators here.
Additional functions are available for AWO and AE staff and AEC members.
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My tasks
•

All tasks that are assigned to you from UOW BPM systems are available via the My tasks
menu
To access “My Tasks” click on the drop down in the top right of the screen next to the

•

Select My tasks from the menu as shown below

•

•
•

This should open a menu that looks like this and give you direct access to the tasks you need
to complete/open tasks that need to be closed.

Review and Signing Off
•

If you have received an email stating that a protocol is awaiting your sign off, access the
required protocol from the protocol list screen.
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•

Alternatively you can access items requiring action via the My Tasks section of the BPM
apps.

The following steps can then be performed in order to provide sign off:
1. Review the application and all associated documents.
2. Select the Review and Signoff button at the top right of the Summary tab, or select Review
and Signoff on the Related Actions tab:

3. A screen similar to the following will be displayed. The declaration text will vary depending
on your signoff role:

4. Select the signoff decision for the application:
a. If you feel that the application is complete and ready for submission to Animal
Ethics, select a decision of Signoff.
A comment may be entered if you wish.
Select Submit at the bottom right of the screen to submit your decision.
b. If the application requires changes, select a decision of Send Back.
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A comment must be entered.
Select Submit at the bottom right of the screen to submit your decision.
An email will be sent to the PI advising that the application has been sent back.
The application will be returned to Draft status to allow the required changes to be
made.
When the form is re-submitted after the required changes are completed, it will
need to proceed through the “sign-off” process again.

Providing a Response to an Animal Ethics or AEC
Question

•

After sign-off is completed the protocol will progress to the AE office.
AEC members will review the protocol and submit their feedback/questions to the Ethics
officer.
The Ethics officer will collate this feedback/questions and add a Note type of “Question for
Author/Researcher” to the protocol and will set the status of the protocol to “Response
Required - Researcher”.
The PI and Alternate PI will receive automated system emails when a response to a question
is required. If you have not received this email within 7 days of the AEC meeting please
check the status as detailed below.
You will need to check the status of the protocol on the summary screen at least 7 days prior
to the AEC meeting date. If the status displays “Response required - Researcher” please
check the Notes tab for details and provide responses as outlined below.
If the status displays “Assigned to Agenda” there are no questions from the AEC and no
action is required.
Question responses MUST be submitted at least 72 hours prior to the AEC meeting to allow
the AEC members time to review your responses before the meeting. If question responses
are received after this the AEC may not review the project until the following quorate AEC
meeting.
Only the PI and alt-PI are able to submit a response.

•

The following steps are performed in order to view the question/s :

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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1. Access the Notes tab for the protocol:

•
•

•

Here you will view any notes from the Ethics office that are accessible to you. AE/AEC
questions will have a Note type of ‘Question for Author/Researcher’.
Selecting the note will display the Note Details which will include instructions as to how to
respond. This will generally require the download of a Question for Author/Researcher
document and re-uploading with your responses. See the step by step details below.
If a note has an attached document there will be a green tick in the column under the
the Notes tab.

on

2. Download any associated documents
To download a document from the Documents tab, select the Download icon
the required document.

at the right of

3. Prepare your response to question

To prepare your response, review any documents that you have been requested to review,
showing track changes, save the document with the next applicable version number and upload
the revised document on the Documents tab.

4. Select Provide Response on the Related Actions tab:

a. The following screen is displayed:
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b.
c.
d.
e.

If you have uploaded a document, tick the associated documents box.
Enter a meaningful title for the response e.g. Response to questions.
The Type field is pre-populated with ‘Response from Author/Researcher’.
If a response document was uploaded, then enter a brief note stating this in the Description field
and include the Title of the document. e.g. AEPRxxx Response to Questions PI –Surname V##
f. If no response document was required, then the actual response may be provided in this field.
g. Select Submit at the bottom right of the screen. The protocol status will automatically be set to
‘Response Provided – Pending Review’ and the protocol will be actioned by the Ethics team as
required.
h. The same process will be followed if the AEC has further questions after the meeting.

Meeting outcomes
•
•

•

•

•

At the AEC meeting your protocol and any response to AEC feedback/questions will be
reviewed by the AEC.
If the protocol is approved and no changes to documents are required, the Sign-Off tab will
show the blue line at Research Authority Granted and your ARA will be available on the
Documents tab.
Where changes are required to the experimental detail supplementary document to reflect
feedback/question responses or in documents associated with the protocol such as the
experimental detail document, monitoring criteria, score sheets etc the protocol will display
a status of “Response required – Researcher” and you will access note details and
instructions as per the section above.
When these revised documents are submitted they are reviewed by either the EO/AEC
chair/AWO/AEC. If the committee agreed that the project could be approved subject to
satisfactory response, your protocol may progress to “approved” once the additional
responses are reviewed and deemed satisfactory. If the committee wanted the additional
responses reviewed by a quorate AEC then your protocol will display a status of “Assigned to
Agenda”.
If the response to questions requires changes to be made to the responses within the online
form then the Ethics officer will in most cases take a print out of the submitted application
and upload this to the Documents tab/Additional documents section as APER ### online
form V## prior to making the required edits as outlined in the response to questions
document. This is so that the online form along with any revised experimental detail and
other associated documents at all times reflect the current approved procedures for the
project.
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Managing your protocol post approval
Animal research Authority (ARA)
•

•
•

Once approved your Animal Research Authority will be uploaded in the Additional
documents section.
Each time an amendment is approved a new Animal Research Authority will be uploaded
with a new version number.
You must ensure the most recent ARA is available in the animal facilities.

Amendments
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Amendments to protocols are submitted by completing the Amendment to personnel or
Amendment to project request form and sending via email to uowanimalethics@uow.edu.au.
Forms are available on the AE webpage.
Amendments to projects must be accompanied by a revised version of the latest approved
experimental detail supplementary document showing tracked changes. (The latest
approved experimental detail supplementary document can be downloaded from the AE
online system for protocols submitted from 2022 or requested from the AE office for pre
2022 protocols.)
Once amendments are approved the approved documents will be uploaded to the online AE
system 1 OR emailed to you.
Amendment to Personnel forms are reviewed by a non – quorate executive by email. These
generally take less than a week for approval.
Minor amendments that DO NOT involve increased impact on the animals such as
change/additional location, minor changes to procedures or substances MAY be assigned to
a sub-committee.
Amendments that add arms to a project, and alter the impact on animals are reviewed by
the Full AEC.

Unexpected/adverse event reports
•

•
•

•

1

Unexpected and adverse event reports are submitted via email as outlined above for
amendments.
Unexpected and adverse event forms are available on the AE webpage.
An unexpected event is any event with the potential to have a negative impact on animal
welfare that was not foreseen/anticipated in the submitted project application. This includes
things like animals being left without food or water, unanticipated predation at traps, etc.
An unexpected event also includes anything which may increase the number of animals
required to complete a project. Examples would include failure to initiate a disease process,
deviations from the approved experimental plan due to failure to secure the required
resources or consumables without prior approval to change the plan etc.

For protocols submitted on the online AE system only.
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•

•
•
•

•

An adverse event is any event that has a detrimental impact on the health and welfare of
the animals that was not expected to occur. This would include things like unexpected drug
side effects or actions, injuries, animals being found dead etc.
All unexpected and adverse events must be reported immediately to the animal welfare
officer.
An email must be sent to uow-animalethics@uow.edu.au within 48 hours as notification
that an UAE has occurred.
A formal UAE report must be submitted on the UAE form available on the AE Webpage
within 10 days of the event unless a different timeline is negotiated with the Animal Welfare
Officer (This may occur if the full report requires pathology investigations results).
UAE reports will be uploaded to the online AE system once the report is approved by the
AEC. 2

Annual/Final reports
•
•

•
•
•

•

Annual progress reports are required each January for all projects.
Final reports are required for all projects that are complete before or on the protocol end
date.
Final Reports should be submitted within six months of project completion or on request
from the Ethics Office.
Annual and final reports are submitted by email on the Annual progress report form/Final
report form available on the AE webpage.
If volunteers were involved in the project during the reporting period a list of all volunteers
involved will be requested with the Annual/Final report. The Volunteer form is available on
the AE Webpage.
Reports will be uploaded to the online AE system once the report is approved by the AEC2

Printing your application to apply for a licence/permit
•
•
•
•
•

•

2

Navigate to the related actions tab.
Select the Print Protocol option.
If using a windows computer use <CTRL-P> and and set destination to <save as pdf> ,
alternatively right click on your application, select <print> and <save as Pdf>
DO NOT USE THE ADOBE PLUG TO CONVERT WEB PAGE TO pdf. This function does not
format the document in a readable manner.
This action will print the Administration, Justification for using animals, Types and numbers
of Animals, Study design and the 3Rs, Animal care and monitoring, fate of animals and sign
off details.
You need to separately print any protocol specific monitoring sheets/recording sheets and
the experimental detail supplementary documents. These can be downloaded from the
documents tab.

For protocols submitted on the online AE system only
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Animal Ethics application timelines and status
AWO Pre-review (12 working days prior to agenda deadline)
•
•
•

•

AWO pre-review is optional.
It occurs prior to sign off.
You must allow at least a week for AWO pre-review, this means you will need to “assign to
AWO” at least 2 weeks PRIOR to the agenda deadline. If you leave less than 2 weeks the
AWO may not be able to provide a pre-review prior to you needing to submit the application
for sign-off by investigators, facility approval (if required) and HOS approval (mandatory).
Please contact the AWO if you have not allowed 10 days to see if a pre-review is possible
before assigning.

Submitting (Recommended at least a week prior to the agenda deadline)
•

•
•
•

Ensure you press “submit” at least a week prior to the agenda deadline. This ensures
sufficient time is allowed for all investigators to review and sign-off.
The protocol also needs to be signed off by Animal facility if lab based.
You should be aiming to have all investigators and AF (if applicable) signed off more than 5
business days prior to the agenda deadline.
All protocols require sign off by the PI’s Head of School.
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•

•
•

Allow the HOS at least 4 full working days to review and sign-off prior to the agenda
deadline. (This generally means the HOS should have access to the protocol no later than
the Monday morning prior to the Friday noon agenda deadline for full AEC meetings)
It is your responsibility to ensure you protocol progresses through the sign off process and
displays a status of “Submitted-Sent to Animal Ethics” by the agenda deadline.
You can determine at what stage of the sign-off your protocol is at by reviewing the
information on the “Sign-off” tab.

Sign-off (Must be completed by all, including HOS, by agenda deadline)
•

•
•
•

Investigators and support staff all need to sign off an application before the protocol will
progress to AF sign off and HOS sign off.
Ensure you check MORE than a week prior to the agenda deadline to ensure that sign-off is
progressing.
If at any time a person required to sign-off is on an extended period of leave please contact
the Ethics office for assistance.
Agenda and meeting dates are available here.

Assigned to agenda
•

•
•

Your protocol will display this status once it has been placed on a meeting agenda by the
Ethics officer.
This will occur after administrative checks are completed and can take a few days after the
agenda deadline.
The AEC members will now access the protocol and submit any pre-meeting questions they
have to the Ethics officer.

Response required – researcher (A week prior to the meeting date)
•

•
•
•
•

The Ethics officer will collate all pre-meeting questions received from the AEC members
generally at least 7 days prior to the scheduled meeting.
There will be a Note on the Notes tab of type “Questions for Author/Researcher”.
The Ethics officer may also upload a document of questions on the Documents
tab/Additional documents section which will have a document type of “AEC feedback”
The protocol status will display “Response Required – Researcher”.
The PI and Alt PI will receive an automated email notifying them that a response is required.

Response provided – pending review (At least 3 days before the
meeting date)
•

•

Responses to AEC feedback/questions should be uploaded at least 3 days before the
meeting date to allow the AEC members time to review the responses prior to the scheduled
meeting.
If there are not any pre meeting AEC feedback/questions the EO will update the status of
the application from “Assigned to agenda” to “Response provided – pending review”

Post meeting status (At least a week after the meeting before outcomes
are available)
•

After the AEC meeting the minutes are prepared by the Ethics officer.
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•
•
•

The minutes are then sent to the AEC chair for approval.
Once the chair has approved the minutes the EO will prepare the Outcome letters and
update the status of the protocol.
Your protocol could then display any of the following:
o Approved (Protocol approved; Your ARA will be on the Documents tab)
o Approved with conditions (Protocol approved; Your ARA will be on the Documents
tab, ensure you read all conditions of approval)
o Response required researcher (There will be a note on the Notes tab providing
details of what response is required. Examples would be updated experimental
detail documents incorporating responses to questions, modified score sheets or
monitoring record sheets, reviewing any changes that have been made by the EO to
the question responses within the tab sections of the form that have been
requested by the AEC or provided in the response to questions document)
o Response required other (There will be details on the Notes tab, available to those
that need to respond)
o Unsuccessful (The AEC has not approved the project)
o Closed – no response (This will occur if no response is received to pre-meeting
questions. If this occurs you will need to contact the EO to have the project assigned
to the next AEC meeting)

Protocol status explained
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Draft (Not yet submitted or has been “sent back” during the sign-off process)
Submitted – Awaiting Pre-review - AWO (Has been sent for AWO pre-review)
AWO Pre-review in Progress (AWO review underway)
Submitted – Awaiting Signoff – Co-investigator (Co-investigator sign offs required )
Submitted – Awaiting Signoff – PI (PI and Alt PI sign offs required)
Submitted – Awaiting Signoff – AFM (Lab based protocol waiting for Animal Facility signoff)
Submitted – Awaiting Signoff – HoS (Waiting for Head of School signoff)
Submitted – Sent to Animal Ethics (All sign offs complete)
Assigned to Agenda (EO has assigned the protocol to an upcoming meeting; AEC members
will review and provide their AEC feedback/questions)
Response Required – Researcher (AEC feedback/ questions or other response required)
Response Provided - Pending Review (Waiting for review at AEC meeting and subsequent
preparation of minutes and outcomes)
Approved
Approved with conditions (An example of this would be when pilot study results need to be
provided prior to commencing the full study. Details of the conditions will be on the ARA)

Troubleshooting
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Protocol unavailable

•
•

•
•
•

The error message will tell you who is currently editing the protocol.
If it is you then:
1. Wait one minute for confirmation screens to time out and re-try.
2. Check to ensure that you do not have the BPM app open in multiple browser windows.
3. Navigate to My tasks as indicated in the error message. Select any listed tasks and <close>
the task screen if required.
Contact the person editing the protocol if you need urgent access.
If another person has commenced editing and left their browser open they will be
automatically logged out in 1hr and 40 minutes.
If the above suggestions fail, contact the AE office for assistance.

Unable to input investigator name
•
•

Ensure you have selected the correct role for the investigator so the correct list is searched.
Type the first few letters of the surname and wait for the autofill to search the available list.

•
•

Select the correct person
For external investigators you will need to complete an Ethics access request prior to adding
them to the protocol.
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Document unavailable
•

•
•

If a mandatory upload document is not available and you are seeking a pre-review you may
upload a placeholder document. Experimental detail documents are required for pre-review,
however training certificates, risk assessments, and other administrative documents are not
required for pre-review.
If placeholder documents are uploaded and the protocol is submitted for AEC review the
AEC may not be able to review your protocol.
Approvals cannot be issued without all mandatory documents.

Sign off delay due to investigator or HOS leave
•

•

If the sign off process is held up due to a named investigator being away you have 2 options:
o Contact the AE office to request a sign off over-ride for that investigator if they are
due back before the meeting date.
The investigator will be required to provide their sign-off by email approval when
they return.
o Contact the AE office and request they remove that investigator from the
application if the investigator will not be back before the meeting date. The
investigator can be added by submitting an amendment request at a later date.
Sign off delayed as HOS on leave:
o Contact the AE office for assistance.

Missed agenda deadline
•

•
•
•

It is the responsibility of the research team to ensure the application is completed and
submitted for “sign-off” well before the advertised agenda deadline.
The agenda deadline is the date at which you application must be fully signed-off by all
investigators, Animal facility if applicable and HOS.
You should aim to submit at least 10 working days prior to the agenda deadline.
Late submissions are rarely accepted and will be placed on the next suitable agenda.
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